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Abstract
As a consequence of asset purchases by the European Central Bank (ECB), longer-
term yields in the euro area decline, and spreads between euro area long-term
yields narrow. To assess spillovers of these recent financial developments, we
use a Bayesian variant of the global vector autoregressive (BGVAR) model with
stochastic volatility and propose a novel mixture of zero impact and sign restric-
tions that we impose on the cross-section of the data. Both shocks generate
positive and significant spillovers to industrial production in Central, Eastern
and Southeastern Europe (CESEE) and other non-euro area EU member states.
These effects are transmitted via the financial channel (mainly through interest
rates and equity prices) and outweigh costs of appreciation pressure on local cur-
rencies vis-a´-vis the euro (trade channel). While these results represent general
trends, we also find evidence for both cross-country heterogeneity of effects within
the euro area and region-specific spillovers thereof.
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1 Introduction
Following the global financial crisis in 2007 and the failure of Lehman in 2008, major
central banks have considerably lowered their policy rates to stimulate economic growth
and consumer price inflation. Since the room for conventional monetary policy quickly
eroded and against the background of deflationary pressures and weak economic growth,
major central banks switched from traditional interest rate targeting to other forms of
monetary policy. One of these non-conventional monetary policies works through an
extension of the central banks’ balance sheet by purchasing longer-term securities from
the private sector , so-called Quantitative Easing (QE, see e.g., Fawley and Neely, 2013,
for a detailed overview).
The main domestic transmission channels are the ”portfolio re-balancing” channel
and the ”asset price channel” (see Joyce et al., 2012, for an excellent summary). In
a nutshell, investors who sell bonds to the central bank, are likely to purchase other
long-dated assets (e.g., corporate bonds) to restore the original duration of their overall
portfolio. Given zero short-term rates, this leads to a decline in the term spread and
ideally to a broad easing of financial conditions in a variety of market segments. Second,
the reduction of bond yields should trigger a rise in asset prices, which in turn increases
consumer wealth and overall aggregate demand (”asset price channel”). Since the extent
of financial deepening within the euro area differs, it seems likely that the within-euro
area transmission of these policy measures differ as well (see Georgiadis, 2015, for the
case of conventional monetary policy). This implies that to analyze spillovers from euro
area monetary policy, it is essential to use a coherent multi-country framework, that
accounts for both heterogeneity of effects within the euro area and spillovers thereof.
Gambacorta et al. (2014) and Burriel and Galesi (2016) follow these lines of argu-
ments and focus on within euro area spillovers. Gambacorta et al. (2014) estimate a
structural panel VAR for eight advanced euro area countries to asses the effects of an
exogenous increase in central banks’ assets. The shocks of interest are pinned down
by relying on a mixture of zero and sign restrictions. The findings in Gambacorta et
al. (2014) suggest that an exogenous increase in central bank assets leads to a rise in
economic activity and – to a lesser degree - positive effects on prices. Moreover, these
effects are rather homogeneous among euro area countries. Burriel and Galesi (2016)
use a wider set of euro area countries, a global vector autoregressive framework that
takes cross-country spillovers into account, and a similar identification strategy. They
find that an exogenous increase in ECBs total assets leads to a significant rise in aggre-
gate output and inflation, a depreciation of the effective exchange rate and an increase
in real equity prices and private credit. They also find a significant degree of within-
euro area heterogeneity contrasting results of Gambacorta et al. (2014) and conclude
that positive spillovers to countries with less fragile banks are largest.
In this paper we assess spillovers from financial market developments induced by re-
cent euro area monetary policy to non-euro area EU member states. Which economies
are more strongly affected from euro area monetary policy, and which are more insu-
lated? On the one hand, the increase in euro area demand is likely to boost economic
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activity in those countries that share strong trade links with euro area member states.
On the other hand, loose monetary policy in the euro area is expected to put apprecia-
tion pressure on euro area’s trading partners’ currencies, which might mitigate stimulus
to economic growth.
Hitherto, there is a small but growing literature examining international effects
of euro area unconventional monetary policy. Bluwstein and Canova (2015) use two-
country Bayesian mixed frequency structural vector autoregressions to asses spillovers
to non-euro area EU member states. Overall, they find positive but heterogeneous
spillovers on output. In line with Burriel and Galesi (2016) the financial channel
seems important in transmitting spillovers. Moder (2017) employs two-country vector-
autoregressions to asses spillovers to Southeastern Europe drawing on a similar iden-
tification scheme as in Boeckx et al. (2017) and Burriel and Galesi (2016). She finds
positive output and price effects that are amplified by second-round effects through in-
ternational trade links. Horva´th and Vosla´rˇova´ (2016) use a panel vector autoregressive
framework to examine the reaction of macroeconomic variables in CESEE economies
to both a shock to the shadow rate as a measure of unconventional policy (Wu and
Xia, 2016) and an exogenous increase in central banks’ assets. Corroborating results
of Gambacorta et al. (2014) on within-euro area spillovers, they find strong effects on
output, while spillovers to prices are rather weak. Last, Ciarlone and Colabella (2016)
and Falagiarda et al. (2015) take a different route and conduct event study analyses
to investigate announcement effects of the ECB’s non-standard measures on financial
variables in neighboring countries of the euro area, mainly from CESEE.1 Ciarlone and
Colabella (2016) find that the ECB’s asset purchases trigger an appreciation of local
currencies against the euro, drive up equity prices and – to a lesser extent – decrease
long term yields in the region. These reactions can be attributed to a surge in portfolio
and banking flows to the region as international investors search for higher yields.
We contribute to that young literature by investigating spillovers first, from a reduc-
tion in euro area term spreads and secondly, from a narrowing of euro area long-term
yields. Both financial market developments could be induced by recent euro area mone-
tary policy, namely large scale asset purchases by the ECB. That these cause a compres-
sion of the yield curve in an environment of low interest rates, has been demonstrated
by Baumeister and Benati (2013) for the USA and by Altavilla et al. (2015), Ambler
and Rumler (2016) for the euro area. The second shock we assess is a reduction in the
risk spread - which we define as long-term yields over German long-term yields. This
could capture other forms of unconventional monetary policy such as forward guidance
as a form to successfully committing to a loose monetary policy and thereby convincing
and reducing uncertainty in the markets. To complement our analysis, we examine a
reduction in a newly proposed metric that reflects overall monetary policy stance, the
effective monetary stimulus (EMS) measure of Halberstadt and Krippner (2016).
1See Georgiadis and Grab (2015) for a study on the impact of the ECBs announcement of the
extended asset purchase program on global financial markets.
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As an econometric rationale, we use a multi-country framework that is able to fully
take into account both, within euro area heterogeneity of monetary policy effects and
resulting spillovers from these effects. More specifically, we use a variant of the Bayesian
global vector autoregressive (BGVAR) framework put forth in Crespo Cuaresma et al.
(2016), and Feldkircher and Huber (2016). The proposed framework features shrinkage
priors on the parameters of the model as well as time-varying error variances and is
thus a very flexible approach to handle volatile and higher frequency time series. The
BGVAR with local shrinkage priors reduces estimation uncertainty that can lead to
imprecise inference.2 To identify the shocks, we propose a mixture of zero impact and
sign restrictions that is novel to the GVAR literature.
Our main results may be summarized as follows. First, we find that a reduction
in the term or risk spread leads to an increase in euro area output, equity prices and
a depreciation of the euro (Burriel and Galesi, 2016). In terms of magnitudes, both
shocks yield quite similar results - estimates for the risk spread shock, however, are often
accompanied with wider credible sets. We also find evidence for cross-country hetero-
geneity within the euro area, generalizing the results of Georgiadis (2015). Differences
in within-euro area transmission of the shocks lead to different spillovers thereof. More
specifically, we find that responses in CESEE economies tend to be more similar to
those of euro area core than periphery economies. Second, and looking at international
effects, we find that both shocks trigger a) an increase in industrial production, b) a
rise in equity prices, which is mitigated by c) an appreciation of local exchange rates
vis-a´-vis the euro. Evidence for spillovers to international prices is weak. These results
represent general trends in the data. In addition we find region-specific responses, such
as a pronounced increase in private credit in CESEE economies, which reflects the re-
gions’ strong financial links to the euro area. More generally, countries with a low GDP
per capita ratio, a sound banking sector or few regulations on setting up a new firm
benefit more from the expansionary euro area shocks. Our results remain qualitatively
robust to a series of alternative specifications including a shock to effective monetary
stimulus, a new monetary policy metric derived from yield curve data, variations in the
set of sign restrictions, permutations of the ordering of the variables in the system and
more generally different treatments of shock identification in the GVAR framework.
The paper is structured as follows. The next section introduces the econometric
framework, while Section 3 summarizes the data and model specification. Section 4
lays out the strategy to identify term and risk spread shocks. Section 5 discusses the
results and section 6 and concludes the paper.
2 Econometric framework
In this section we turn to the description of the econometric framework. We employ
an extension of the traditional GVAR approach put forward by Pesaran et al. (2004)
2 Chen et al. (2016) notes that confidence / credible intervals in GVAR analysis are typically
wide. Moreover, Huber (2016) and Dovern et al. (2016) show that GVARs with shrinkage priors and
stochastic volatility perform extraordinarily well in terms of forecasting.
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that adopts flexible stochastic volatility specifications. In general, time variation can
be accounted for by either letting coefficients in the model drift, or by allowing residual
variances to change over time. Several studies (Sims and Zha, 2006; Primiceri, 2005)
find rather limited evidence in favor of time-variation in the autoregressive parameters
but recognize the importance to control for heteroscedasticity. Hence, and in light of
the present dataset, which is monthly and covers a rather limited time span, we use
a stochastic volatility specification within the GVAR framework in order to capture
dynamic properties commonly observed in macroeconomic and financial time series.
The first subsection describes the global vector autoregressive model with stochastic
volatility in fairly general terms. In the second subsection we briefly discuss the prior
setup adopted and the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm.
2.1 The global vector autoregressive model with stochastic volatility
The GVAR model, originally proposed by Pesaran et al. (2004) builds on a sequence of
N+1 country-specific VAR models that feature a set of k∗i weakly exogenous predictors
constructed by taking weighted averages of other countries’ kj endogenous variables xjt,
x∗it =
N∑
j=0
wijxjt, for i ∈ {0, . . . , N}, (2.1)
with wij denoting a set of weights between countries i and j, normalized to sum up
to unity.3 In the GVAR literature, these weights are typically assumed to be based
on bilateral trade relationships or other measures of economic connectivity. The x∗it
variables are included to approximate the presence of observed or unobserved global
factors and serve as a means to control for economic dependencies across countries.
We assume that the dynamics of the ki endogenous variables in country i are de-
scribed by the following VARX(p,q) model,
xit =
p∑
j=1
Aijxit−j +
q∑
s=0
Bisx
∗
it−s + εit, (2.2)
withAij (j = 1, . . . , p) being ki×ki-dimensional coefficient matrices, Bis, (s = 0, . . . , q)
are coefficient matrices of dimension ki×k∗i associated with the weakly-exogenous vari-
ables and εit is a normally distributed vector error term with a time-varying variance-
covariance matrix Σit. Following Cogley and Sargent (2005) we can decompose Σit as
follows
Σit = UiHitU
′
i , (2.3)
where Ui is a ki × ki-dimensional lower triangular matrix with unit diagonal and off-
diagonal elements denoted by uij,n (j = 2, . . . , ki;n = 1, . . . , j−1) andHit is a diagonal
3Note that we assume for simplicity that all countries feature the same number of endogenous
variables in xjt, an assumption that will be relaxed in the next section.
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matrix withHit = diag(e
hi1,t , . . . , ehiki,t). Hereby we assume that the log-volatilities hij,t
follow an AR(1) process,
hij,t = µij + ρij(hij,t−1 − µij) + κij,t, (2.4)
where κij,t denotes a white noise error with variance ς
2
ij.
It is straightforward to show that the sequence of N + 1 can be combined to yield
a global VAR model,
Gxt =
p∗∑
n=1
Fnxt−n + ηt. (2.5)
Hereby, we let xt = (x
′
0t, . . . ,x
′
Nt)
′ denote a k =
∑N
j=0 kj-dimensional vector that
collects all endogenous variables in the system, G is a k×k matrix of contemporaneous
coefficients that are a function of the Bi0 matrices and the weights in wij and p
∗ =
max(p, q). Moreover, Fn are k×k matrices of autoregressive coefficients that are driven
by the weights and the estimates of Aij for all countries and ηt is a k-dimensional
vector white noise process with a block-diagonal matrix Σt = bdiag(Σ0t, . . . ,ΣNt).
Multiplying with G−1 from the left yields the reduced-form GVAR model that closely
resembles a standard VAR model with parametric restrictions imposed through the
weights wij,
xt =
p∗∑
n=1
ψnxt−n + vt. (2.6)
The reduced-form VAR coefficients are given by ψn = G
−1Fn and vt is a k-dimensional
vector of white noise errors with variance given by Ωt = G
−1Σt(G−1)′.
2.2 Bayesian estimation and inference
While the GVAR modeling approach imposes parsimony by restricting the coefficients
related to other countries’ endogenous variables to be driven by economic weights (see
Eq. (2.1)), the remaining number of parameters in Eq. (2.2) is still typically higher
than the number of available observations. This calls for Bayesian shrinkage priors
that effectively deal with this problem by shrinking the parameter space towards some
stylized prior model.
Before proceeding to the actual prior implementation it is convenient to rewrite
Eq. (2.2) into a standard regression model,
xit = Cizit + εit, (2.7)
with zit = (x
′
it−1, . . . ,x
′
it−p,x
∗′
it , . . . ,x
∗′
it−q)
′ being a Ki = kip + k∗i q-dimensional vector
and Ci = (Ai1, . . . ,Aip,Bi0, . . . ,Biq) is a ki ×Ki matrix of stacked coefficients.
We follow Feldkircher and Huber (2016) and Crespo Cuaresma et al. (2016) and
specify a stochastic search variable selection (SSVS) prior in the spirit of George and
McCulloch (1993) and George et al. (2008) on each element of ci = vec(Ci),
cij|δij ∼ N (0, τ 2ij,0)δij+ ∼ N (0, τ 2ij,1)(1− δij). (2.8)
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Hereby we assume that the prior on cij depends on a Bernoulli distributed random
variable δij that selects the prior scaling parameter τ
2
ij,0  τ 2ij,1. Thus, if δij equals
unity, we choose the first Gaussian distribution with mean equal to zero and a rather
large variance τ 2ij,0. This case imposes little prior information on cij, implying that the
posterior is strongly driven by the likelihood information. By contrast, if δij equals
zero, the Gaussian prior adopted features a tiny prior variance, strongly pushing the
corresponding posterior distribution of cij towards zero.
4 On each δij, we impose a
Bernoulli prior with
δij ∼ Bernoulli(pij). (2.9)
We set pij = Prob(δij = 1) = 1/2 for all i, j. This implies that a priori, all variables
are equally likely to enter Eq. (2.2).
Similarly to the prior on the regression coefficients we impose a SSVS prior on the
off-diagonal elements of Ui,
uij,n|κij,n ∼ N (0, ϕ2ij,n0)κij,n +N (0, ϕ2ij,n1)(1− κij,n), (2.10)
where κ2i,jn is again a Bernoulli distributed random quantity that selects the mixture
Gaussian component and ϕ2ij,n0, ϕ
2
ij,n1 are prior scalings such that ϕ
2
ij,n0  ϕ2ij,n1.
Since prior information on inclusion/exclusion of a given covariance parameter is
rather scarce, we again adopt a Bernoulli prior with prior inclusion probability set to
qij,n = Prob(κij,n = 1) = 1/2,
κij,n ∼ Bernoulli(qij,n). (2.11)
We follow Kastner and Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter (2014) and impose a normally dis-
tributed prior on µij ∼ N (0, vµ), a Beta distributed prior on ρij+12 ∼ B(a0, b0) and a
Gamma prior on ς2ij ∼ G(1/2, 1/2Bς). This prior setup has several convenient properties
that are discussed in length in Kastner and Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter (2014).
Posterior simulation is carried out by sampling from the N + 1 country-specific
posterior distributions in parallel. The MCMC algorithm is standard in the literature
for VAR models. Specifically, we sample Ci on an equation-by-equation basis (for
details, see Carriero et al., 2015) from an multivariate normal distribution. The free
elements of Ui can be simulated by noting that the system can be rewritten as a set of ki
univariate regression models with standard normally distributed errors (see Cogley and
Sargent, 2005). The log-volatilities and the parameters of the state equation Eq. (2.4)
are simulated by means of the algorithm stipulated in Kastner and Fru¨hwirth-Schnatter
(2014) and implemented in the R package stochvol (Kastner, 2016). Finally, we sample
the indicator variables δij and κij,n from their Bernoulli distributed conditional posterior
distributions. 5
Last, we specify the remaining hyperparameters for the prior. More specifically,
following George et al. (2008) we set τ 2ij,0 = 3σˆ
2
ij and τ
2
ij,1 = 0.1σˆ
2
ij, where σˆ
2
ij are the OLS
4For both Gaussian components in Eq. (2.8), the prior mean of the first own lag of a given vari-
able/equation is specified to equal unity to mimic features of the Minnesota prior.
5For further information on the specific posterior moments, see Feldkircher and Huber (2016).
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variances associated with cij. For the covariance parameters, we simply specify ϕ
2
ij,n0 =
3 and ϕ2ij,n1 = 0.1 for all i, j, n. For µj we set vµ = 10
2, leading to a rather uninformative
prior on the level of the log-volatility. Finally, for the persistence parameter we set
a0 = 25 and b0 = 5, placing significant mass on high persistence regions and Bς = 1. We
execute the MCMC algorithm for each country simultaneously and use 20,000 iterations
with the first 20,000 being discarded as burn-in.6
3 Data and country coverage
We use monthly data spanning the period from 2000:M10 to 2016:M06. We focus on the
spillover effects of a reduction in euro are term spreads or narrowing of euro area long-
term yields to non-euro area EU member states. To allow for a broad range of potential
transmission channels, we try to include a sufficiently large number of variables. More
specifically, we collect data on industrial production (yt, index 2015=100), consumer
prices (pt, index 2010=100), short- and long-term interest rates (ist and ilt, 3-months
and 10-year, respectively), stock prices (eq, index 2010=100), private credit (pct, index
2010=100), house prices (hpt, index 2010=100), the nominal exchange rate vis-a´-vis the
euro (ert) and oil prices (poilt, Brent, in US dollar). All variables are in levels and with
the exception of interest rates in logarithmic transform. Data on industrial production,
consumer prices and house prices are de-seasonalized.
These data are collected for a broad set of countries. More specifically, the euro area
countries covered consist of the EA-18 bar the Baltics, Cyprus and Malta due to their
relative small role in the asset purchase program. It will prove convenient to distinguish
between euro area core (Austria, Belgium, Germany, Finland, France, Netherlands and
Slovakia)7 and periphery (Ireland, Italy, Portugal, Spain, Greece) countries. Non-euro
area EU countries consist mainly of economies from Central, Eastern and Southeastern
Europe (CESEE), namely Bulgaria, Croatia, the Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland,
Romania and Slovenia). We further add to this group two countries that are not
members of the European Union, but share close economic ties with both euro area
and CESEE economies, namely Russia and Turkey. Other non-euro EA member states
include advanced economies (other non-EA, Denmark, Great Britain and Sweden).
For completeness we also include data on the USA, China, Canada and Japan to control
for global factors. That leaves us with a sample of good coverage of the euro area, non-
euro area EU-member states and the G-8 industrialized advanced economies.
In each country model, the set of domestic variables is complemented by its foreign
counterparts denoted by asterisks. These are the main channels in the GVAR framework
6Due to storage limits we use a thinning interval to select 2,000 out of the 20,000 posterior draws.
From these, we sort out unstable posterior draws which are characterized by large eigenvalues of the
companion form of the global model which leads to approximately 1,000 posterior draws upon which
the impulse response analysis in section 5 is based.
7Slovakia and Slovenia, both adopted the euro over the sample period covered in this study. We
assign Slovakia to the ”core” group, and Slovenia to the periphery, since for the latter data on long-
term yields are not available, which prevents calculating spread shocks. Regional results are unaffected
by the inclusion of both countries.
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through which spillovers and feedback is passed on between countries. To construct
these foreign variables, we use cross-country bilateral trade flows, averaged over the
period from 2000 to 2014, from the World Input Output Database (WIOD).8 Recently,
other weights based on e.g., financial flows have been proposed in the literature (see, e.g.,
Eickmeier and Ng, 2015). However, Feldkircher and Huber (2016) present a sensitivity
analysis with respect to the choice of weights in Bayesian GVAR specifications and
show that trade weights yield a reasonable fit. Basically, we include for all domestic
variables their foreign counterparts. There are two exceptions, though. First, and to
control for exchange rate movements in a broader sense, we include trade weighted
exchange rates in euro area countries where no domestic exchange rate (vis-a´-vis the
euro) exists. The second exception relates to how we model monetary policy in the
euro area. Following Georgiadis (2015) we introduce an ”ECB” country model where
monetary policy is governed by a simple Taylor rule. More specifically, the 3-month
Euribor is regressed on purchasing power parity (PPP) weighted averages of output
and consumer prices of euro area countries. Euro area short-term interest rates enter
then into all (also non-euro area) country models as a weakly exogenous variable. In
this sense, the treatment of domestic interest rates is not symmetric among euro area
countries on the one hand and the rest of the countries included in the analysis on the
other hand. Last, we include oil prices as a global control variable. Following the bulk
of the literature, oil prices are assumed to be endogenously determined within the US
country model (see e.g., Pesaran et al., 2004).
4 Identification
In what follows we look at spillovers from financial developments in the euro area in-
duced by recent monetary policy steps. First we follow the framework of Baumeister
and Benati (2013) and assume that large scale purchases of longer-term securities re-
sult into a compression of the yield curve in the euro area. This approach has been
recently adopted by European Central Bank (2017) and Bobeica and Jarocin´ski (2017)
to uncover the effects of unconventional monetary policy on inflation, and by Chen et
al. (2016) to look at international effects of US unconventional monetary policy. That
central banks use unconventional measures to reduce interest rate spreads such as the
term spread has been argued in Blinder (2012) and empirically validated for the euro
area by Ambler and Rumler (2016), Altavilla et al. (2016). Fig. 1, top panel shows
the dynamics of 10-year government bond yields for the euro area, Germany, euro area
core and periphery countries.
[INSERT Fig. 1 HERE]
The figure shows how long-term yields increased significantly in the aftermath of the
global financial crisis and the euro area debt crisis, especially so for periphery countries.
8Data are retrieved from http://www.wiod.org/home and described in more detail in Timmer et
al. (2015).
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In July 2012, when Mario Draghi, President of the European Central Bank delivered
his famous ”whatever it takes speech” at the Global Investment Conference in London9,
however, yields started to decline strongly. Yields also decreased in January 2015 when
the ECB announced to start its expanded asset purchase program in March the same
year, albeit by a considerably smaller amount probably caused by the then prevailing
persistent downward trend in yields.
We complement the term spread analysis by assessing the effect of a reduction in the
risk spread, which we define as the spread of long-term rates in Germany (perceived
as risk free) over domestic long-term rates. This should give an indication of how
important ”calming” the markets is compared to the actual purchase of longer-term
securities. Fig. 1, bottom panel, illustrates that also a significant decrease in risk
spreads was observable in July 2012.
Both shocks are empirically implemented by imposing a mixture of zero and sign
restrictions on the impulse response functions. A similar identification approach has
been proposed in Mumtaz and Surico (2009) in an international context and originally
stipulated by Bernanke et al. (2005) within a factor augmented VAR model applied to
US data. Specifically, while the GVAR literature avoids imposing k(k − 1)/2 identi-
fying restrictions by using Eq. (2.5), our identification approach is based on using the
structural form of the global model,
Λxt =
p∗∑
n=1
ψ˜nxt−n + ut, (4.1)
where Λ is a k×k matrix of coefficients that determines the contemporaneous relation-
ships between the elements in xt and ψ˜n = Λψn is a structural coefficient matrix asso-
ciated with the nth lag of xt and ut is a vector of structural shocks with variance given
by Ht. In what follows we assume that Λ = GU
−1 with U−1 = bdiag(U−10 , . . . ,U
−1
N ).
We identify the model by introducing a k × k-dimensional permutation matrix P
that reorders the equations/rows in Eq. (4.1) such that
Λ+x+t =
p∗∑
n=1
ψ˜+n x
+
t−n + u
+
t , (4.2)
with Λ+ = PΛ,x+t = Pxt, ψ˜
+
n = Pψ˜n,u
+
t = Put and V ar(u
+
n ) =H
+
t = PHt.
The permutation matrix is specified such that all quantities that are typically as-
sumed to react sluggishly to euro area financial developments (i.e., real output, inflation
and total credit and do not belong to the euro area are ordered first in Eq. (4.2). We let
xRAt be a rRA-dimensional vector that stacks these variables. The next equation is the
ECB’s policy rule, denoted by iEAst , followed by a block of variables that consists of euro
area macroeconomic quantities10 collected in an rEA-dimensional vector x
EA
t . Finally,
9See Acharya et al. (2015) for an empirical assessment of the macroeconomic effects of the ”What-
ever it takes” speech.
10This includes real activity quantities as well as financial market quantities.
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Fig. 1: Evolution of 10-year government bond yields and the risk spread
(a) 10-year government bond yields
(b) Risk spread
Notes: The top panel of the plot shows the evolution of 10-year government bond yields, whereas the bottom panel
shows movements in the risk spread. The risk spread is defined as the spread of 10-year government bond over
German 10-year government bond yields. Core and periphery refer to euro area core and periphery countries as
defined in the main text. Purchasing power parities used to calculate regional aggregates. The first vertical bar
refers to the ”whatever it takes speech” (July 2012), and the second vertical bar to the launch of the extended asset
purchase program (March 2015). 11
we assume that financial market quantities outside the euro area are fast moving and
react instantaneously to the shocks (exchange rate, equity prices, house prices and the
oil price). Variables belonging tho this final block are collected in an rFI-dimensional
vector denoted as xFIt .
Conditional on this ordering of variables we can rewrite Eq. (4.2) as
Λ+

xRAt
iEAst
xEAt
xFIt
 = p
∗∑
n=1
ψ˜+n

xRAt−n
iEAst−n
xEAt−n
xFIt−n
+ u+t . (4.3)
Within the EA block xEAt we introduce a set of sign restrictions outlined in Table 1.
These restrictions are imposed by introducing a k× k-dimensional block-diagonal rota-
tion matrixR = bdiag(IrRA+1, Rˆ, IrFI ) withRR
′ = Ik and Rˆ denoting an orthonormal
rotation matrix. This rotation matrix implies that we introduce sign restrictions only
on the responses of euro area countries whereas all remaining quantities follow a timing
restriction that captures the notion that international real activity reacts with an one
month lag to unconventional monetary policy shocks in the euro area and international
financial quantities are allowed to react on impact. The rotation matrices are obtained
following the algorithm proposed in Arias et al. (2015). In principle, the fact that we
rely on the Cholesky decomposition of Ωt indicates that the corresponding IRFs are not
invariant with respect to different orderings of the elements in xRAt and x
FI
t−n. Based
on 30 random permutations of the elements in xRAt and x
FI
t we show that the ordering
has empirically little influence on the results. This is demonstrated in Figs. B.1 and
B.2 in the appendix.
The proposed implementation of zero and sign restrictions differs from the treatment
of sign restriction in the GVAR framework outlined in Eickmeier and Ng (2015) and
applied among others in Fadejeva et al. (2017) and Feldkircher and Huber (2016). They
propose a local identification of the shock, which implies orthogonal structural shocks
in the countries where the shock is applied and weakly correlated shocks elsewhere. In
this case, any influence of the ordering is ruled out by construction. To see whether our
identification approach yields marked differences relative to an identification strategy
that is consistent with Eickmeier and Ng (2015), we carry out a further robustness
analysis in subsection B.2.
Estimated volatility plays a role since we define a multiple shock and thus a simple
standardization of the size of the shock can not be used. For instance, in the case of a
single shock a simple normalization would be to restrict the shock variable to increase by
a certain amount. In the case of a simultaneous shock this is not straightforward since
individual impact responses are time-varying and when viewed as an aggregate shock
it could well be the case that the relative magnitude of the shocks changes. Thus,
we report results based on the mean (over the sample period) estimated volatility.
Median impulse response functions are nearly identical when taking the last data point
of volatility, but credible sets are slightly wider.11
11Detailed results are available from the authors upon request.
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The sign restrictions we use are outlined in Table 1 below:
[INSERT Table 1 HERE]
Table 1: Sign restrictions.
Shock spt yt pt i
EA
st /i
DE
lt eqt pct hpt
Term spread ↓, all EA ↑,  ◦ EA ↑,  ◦ EA 0, ECB ↑,  ◦ EA ↑,  ◦ EA ↑ ,  ◦ EA
Risk spread ↓, all EA ↑,  ◦ EA ↑,  ◦ EA 0, DE ↑,  ◦ EA ↑,  ◦ EA ↑,  ◦ EA
Notes: The restrictions are imposed as ≥ / ≤ and for 3 periods after impact.  ◦ indicates that at least half of the countries have to fulfill
the sign restrictions in the restricted country group. EA refers to the euro area (core and periphery countries), ECB to the ECB country
model and DE to Germany.
To model spillovers from a shock to the term spread we construct for all countries the
difference between long- and short-term interest rates (spt). For the second experiment,
we construct for all euro area countries the spread of long-term interest rates over
German long-term rates (spt). By construction, this risk spread is not included in the
German country model and also excluded from other non-euro area countries. This
implies, that the variable coverage depends on the country block to which a country
belongs. For completeness, we have summarized variable coverage for both shocks in
Table A.1 in the appendix.
The term spread shock is pinned down by assuming a simultaneous decrease of euro
area term spreads. The shock is calibrated to yield a simple average decrease of 100bp
in the euro area. The cross-country composition of the shock is displayed in Table A.2
in the appendix. The compression of the yield curve – as a consequence of quantitative
easing – should increase economic activity (yt) and prices (pt), while short-term interest
rates in the euro area stay at zero. These restrictions basically follow Baumeister and
Benati (2013). On top of that, we impose restrictions on financial variables: since the
decrease in the term-spread should be driven by a reduction in longer-term yields (given
short-term interest rates at the zero lower bound), equity (eqt) and house prices (hpt)
should pick up. Also, stimulus to economic activity should drive up demand for private
credit (pct). The positive effect on credit could be re-enforced by an explicit credit
easing / bank lending channel. As asset purchases by the central bank are financed
by issuing reserves, which currently pay zero or negative interest rates, banks have
a strong incentive to lend out additional liquidity. See Wieladek and Pascual (2016)
for recent empirical evidence. Note that we have only imposed the restriction on the
variable we shock, the term spread, to hold for all euro area economies simultaneously.
For the other restrictions, we require only the majority of euro area countries to fulfill
the restrictions. By this we allow effects to vary across euro area countries (Burriel and
Galesi, 2016; Georgiadis, 2015) and impose as little structure a priori as possible.
Sign restrictions are complemented by zero impact restrictions. As outlined above,
we assume that spillovers to real output, prices and private credit set in with at least
13
one month delay. In the same fashion we implement zero impact restriction on short-
term interest rates in the euro area (term spread shock) and German long-term yields
(risk spread shock). All other international variables (namely, interest rates, exchange
rates, asset prices and the oil price) are assumed to be fast moving and allowed to be
affected within the same month.
The risk spread shock, implemented by an average decrease of euro area risk spreads
by 100bp, follows a similar logic as before: calming the markets should increase eco-
nomic activity and prices for the majority of euro area countries, boosting demand for
private credit. In analogy to the term spread shock, long-term interest rates in Ger-
many stay at zero on impact. This restrictions ensures that we identify a spread shock,
which is characterized by overall yield decreases as opposed to a shock that is defined
by risk spreads decreases driven by an increase in German long-term yields. The reduc-
tion in the risk spread should drive up equity and house prices. Further zero impact
restrictions are again imposed on real activity, prices and private credit in non-euro
area countries.
Our mixture approach of zero and sign restrictions fully exploits the cross-section of
the data which helps pinning down the shock of interest.12 An alternative to identify the
shocks would be by using a recursive ordering. For example, Walentin (2014) examines
the effect of QE on macroeconomic quantities through its impact on mortgage spreads
in the USA, UK and Sweden. However, we aim to distinguish a reduction in the term
spread that is driven by a decrease of longer term yields given short-rates standing
at zero, from a reduction caused by a contractionary monetary policy shock.13 We
accomplish this by requesting output (and prices) to pick up, which would not be
straightforward to implement using a recursive ordering.
5 Empirical results
In this section we examine the domestic and international effects of a simultaneous
compression of euro area single countries’ term spreads as well as a simultaneous nar-
rowing of longer-term yields in the euro area. Results are depicted in Figs. 2 to 5. In
each figure we display the posterior median (in solid blue) along with 68% (dark blue)
and 50% (light blue) credible intervals. The use of less stringent credible intervals, such
as the 50% set, is not uncommon in highly parametrized models, such as the GVAR
model.14
12Cross-country sign restrictions have been proposed by Chudik and Fidora (2011) and successfully
applied in Cashin et al. (2014) to identify international effects from an oil price shock.
13As pointed out in Benati and Goodhart (2008), an unexpected monetary tightening that lowers
inflation, and therefore inflation expectations, causes longer term rates to increase less than short-rates,
causing a flattening of the yield curve.
14In the context of spillover analysis, see e.g., Chudik and Fratzscher (2012), Almansour et al. (2015)
or Eller et al. (2017).
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5.1 Effects of a compression of the yield curve
Results for the term spread shock are depicted in Figs. 2 and 3.
[INSERT Fig. 2 HERE]
The response of the term spread in the euro area is gradual and negative up to
26 months. Immediate effects are more pronounced for euro area periphery relative
to core economies, reflecting the shock composition, which is more tilted towards the
latter (see Table A.2). In both CESEE and other non-euro area EU member states,
the immediate decline in term spreads is of about the same size as in euro area core
countries and thus rather sizable. The reduction in the term spread, brought about by
a decline in long-term yields, drives up industrial production in the euro area. Despite
the larger immediate reduction in periphery countries’ term spreads relative to those
in core countries, short-run output effects are slightly larger in the latter. Estimated
impact effects of 1.7% (periphery) and 2% (core) are comparable to effects reported in
Baumeister and Benati (2013), who analyze term spread shocks for the USA, and effects
are in general rather persistent. A heterogeneous transmission of the shock within the
euro area – as evidenced for a conventional monetary policy shock in Georgiadis (2015)
– might trigger distinct spillovers abroad. More specifically and in terms of output,
CESEE economies seem to follow euro area core countries, showing more pronounced
positive spillovers to industrial production than other non-euro area EU member states.
Next, as economic activity picks up, consumer prices start to grow in all regions but
to a varying degree. In more advanced economies, namely euro area core and other non-
euro area EU member states, prices increase significantly in the short-run. Estimates
are more uncertain for periphery and CESEE countries. A stronger effect on prices in
selected euro area core compared to periphery countries was recently demonstrated in
Wieladek and Pascual (2016). Note also that, relative to output responses, the reaction
of consumer prices are less persistent. This might be driven by the link between asset
prices and inflation, which has been recently analyzed by de Haan and Willem van
den End (2016). They find that the transmission of financial developments to inflation
can be quite long and that overall effects of quantitative easing on inflation can be
uncertain, both in timing and direction. Monetary easing in the euro area strengthens
CESEE economies’ currencies vis-a´-vis the euro. More specifically, domestic exchange
rates in CESEE tend to appreciate significantly up to 8 months. Other non-euro area
EU member states do not respond immediately with an appreciation of their currency,
however, after 6 to 18 months their exchange rates strengthen significantly as well.
[INSERT Fig. 3 HERE]
Looking at the dynamic responses of short-term interest rates yields multiple insights
on the reactions of international central banks with respect to euro area monetary policy.
While the impact response of short-term interest rates in the euro area is by construction
zero to mimic the zero lower bound environment, the longer-run behavior is determined
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Fig. 2: Term spread shock - regional results I
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Notes: The figure shows impulse responses to a simultaneous 100bp reduction in the euro area term spread. Dark
blue shaded area denotes 68%, light blue 50% credible sets and the blue solid line the posterior median. Exchange
rate refers to nominal exchange rates vis-a´-vis the euro (decrease implying a depreciation of the euro). Regional
figures are aggregated using purchasing power parities.
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Fig. 3: Term spread shock - regional results II
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Notes: The figure shows impulse responses to a simultaneous 100bp reduction in the euro area term spread. Dark
blue shaded area denotes 68%, light blue 50% credible sets and the blue solid line the posterior median. Regional
figures are aggregated using purchasing power parities.
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by the assumed Taylor rule. As output and prices in the euro area pick up, short-term
rates increase moderately. Short-rates also increase in CESEE and other non-euro area
EU member states, but not significantly so. Since single countries in these regions
pursue very different forms of monetary policy, this result (on the regional aggregate)
is not surprising.
We now turn to spillovers to other financial variables, namely real equity prices,
private credit and house prices. Tobin (1969) highlights the importance of equity prices
as the link between real and financial sectors of the economy. We expect equity prices
to rise due to Keynesian effects that should boost consumption and growth (Nickel and
Vansteenkiste, 2013). In fact and in parallel with the reduction of the term spread, eq-
uity prices pick up in the euro area and rather persistently so. International responses
show a similar pattern with persistent increases in equity prices up to 9 months. Re-
sponses of private credit tend to be more diverse across regions: while the rise in eco-
nomic activity drives up demand for private credit in euro area core countries, there is
no significant effect in periphery countries. For CESEE economies, we find pronounced
spillovers that even outpace those of euro area core countries – a result that is in line
with Fadejeva et al. (2017) who analyze spillovers to credit in response to a range of
macroeconomic shocks. The strong responses of credit might reflect the particularly
high degree of financial integration between the regions. Non-euro area EU member
states show smaller positive responses that are significant in the medium-term.
Finally, we look at the impact of the term spread shock on international house
prices. As yields decrease, investors might re-allocate capital into the housing sector
driving up real estate prices. In the short-run, this holds true throughout the regions
but effects are only precisely estimated for other non-euro area EU member states. For
CESEE economies, no data on house prices are available.
Summing up, we find that a reduction in euro area term spreads positively and
persistently affects industrial output in the euro area and abroad. This finding is in line
with Horva´th and Vosla´rˇova´ (2016) for CESEE, and Gambacorta et al. (2014) for euro
area core countries. Spillovers transmit via both, the trade and the financial channel as
we see a depreciation of the euro on the one hand and a decline in term spreads triggering
a rise in equity prices on the other hand. The latter might indicate that wealth effects
play an important additional role in providing stimulus to output growth. Reactions
of other financial variables are region-specific. For CESEE economies, there is a strong
and pronounced increase in private credit, probably driven by a surge in cross-border
banking flows to the region (Ciarlone and Colabella, 2016). More generally, CESEE
economies seem to be more affected by responses in euro area core countries than by
developments in euro area periphery states. This holds true in terms of output, equity
price and private credit responses.
5.2 How far does ”whatever it takes” take you?
In this section we contrast the results of the term spread shock with effects of a reduction
in the risk spread. We define the risk spread as the difference between a euro area
18
member states’ long-term interest rate and long-term interest rates in Germany. A
credible commitment to provide stimulus for an extended period of time might reduce
cross-country long-term interest rate spreads. In the spirit of the term spread shock
framework, we impose a zero impact restriction on German long-term yields to identify a
”pure” risk spread shock, as opposed to a situation where risk spreads decrease because
German yields increase. The results are shown in Figs. 4 and 5.
[INSERT Fig. 4 HERE]
[INSERT Fig. 5 HERE]
The reduction in the euro area risk spread is, as a direct consequence of the related
variances, stronger in euro area periphery than core economies. For both regions,
however, we find evidence for an increase in output which is of similar size. This might
imply that in order to boost growth in periphery countries the initial stimulus must be
sizable and probably larger relative to core countries. Output increases also in CESEE
and other non-euro area EU member states and rather persistently so. Consumer prices
pick up throughout the regions but not in a statistically significant manner. This is in
contrast to results on the term spread shock. Next, we find an appreciation of CESEE
currencies against the euro, while responses are accompanied by wide credible sets in
case of other-non euro area EU member states. As with the term spread shock, the
Taylor rule indicates a rise in interest rates in response to re-newed economic activity
and price growth in the euro area. Also, spillovers to short-term rates in other non-
euro area EU member states are positive. Interestingly, the pass-through to long-term
rates works differently in CESEE and other-non euro area EU member states: While
long-term yields decrease in CESEE - probably through a surge in capital inflows –
long-term yields increase in other non-euro area EU member states. Next, and in line
with the term spread shock, equity prices increase throughout the regions and private
credit increases. However, responses of private credit are surrounded by wide credible
sets. House prices increase in all regions where data are available, but only significantly
so in other non-euro area EU member states.
Summing up, a narrowing of long-term yields in the euro area leads in many in-
stances to qualitatively similar results compared to a reduction in the term spread.
Output and consumer prices pick up, equity prices increase and local currencies tend
to appreciate against the euro. Interestingly, international long-term interest rates re-
spond differently in CESEE and other non-euro area EU member states: while they
decrease in the former, they increase in the latter. The decrease in long-term interest
rates in CESEE implies that international portfolio re-balancing takes place triggering
a strong inflow of financial flows to the CESEE region corroborating results of Ciarlone
and Colabella (2016). Compared to the term spread shock, credible sets appear to be
generally larger. In particular, while we found evidence for positive effects on consumer
prices in the euro area and private credit in CESEE, as well as an appreciation of ex-
change rates in other non-euro area EU member states in response to a term spread
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Fig. 4: Risk spread shock - regional results I
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Notes: The figure shows impulse responses to a simultaneous 100bp reduction in the euro area risk spread. Dark
blue shaded area denotes 68%, light blue 50% credible sets and the blue solid line the posterior median. Exchange
rate refers to nominal exchange rates vis-a´-vis the euro (decrease implying a depreciation of the euro). Regional
figures are aggregated using purchasing power parities.
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Fig. 5: Risk spread shock - regional results II
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Notes: The figure shows impulse responses to a simultaneous 100bp reduction in the euro area risk spread. Dark
blue shaded area denotes 68%, light blue 50% credible sets and the blue solid line the posterior median. Regional
figures are aggregated using purchasing power parities.
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shock, the data are inconclusive in response to a risk spread shock. Given these short-
comings, a narrowing of long-term yields in the euro area might still serve as a valuable
alternative to a more direct approach of monetary policy, which aims at reducing term
spreads.
5.3 Do effects vary across countries?
In Fig. 3 we assess in more detail the cross-country variation of spillovers. In other
words, which CESEE and other non-euro area EU-member states are more strongly
affected, which ones are more insulated from the shock. To that end we show peak
/ trough effects of the spillovers based on the posterior median with accompanying
50% credible sets. We focus on peak / trough effects in response to the term spread
shock. Results of the risk spread shock are very similar and provided in Appendix A
(see Fig. A.1).
[INSERT Fig. 6 HERE]
There are some salient features emerging from the data: In terms of output, Hungary
followed by other CESEE economies benefit most strongly from the economic expansion
in the euro area, whereas consumer prices pick up most markedly in Russia and Turkey.
Currencies that strengthen most against the euro comprise the Polish zloty and the
Turkish lira, both currencies which also showed large swings historically. By contrast, in
Denmark and Croatia, both countries that pursue a form of fixed exchange rate regime
against the euro, effects are rather small. In response to the term spread shock, short-
term rates tend to increase but to a varying degree. Rate increases are most pronounced
in Turkey, Romania and Russia. Next, we find negative and sizable peak effects of
term spreads for CESEE economies implicitly corroborating findings of Falagiarda et
al. (2015) and Ciarlone and Colabella (2016). Peak effects of equity prices are most
pronounced for Turkey and Denmark. Spillovers to private credit are sizable in Turkey
and Russia on the one hand, and the Czech Republic and Poland on the other hand.
While in Turkey and Russia, domestic growth was historically fueled by a surge in
lending resulting in a strong credit to output link, the increase in the Czech Republic
and Poland might be more related to the close financial ties these two economies share
with euro area core countries. Peak effects of house prices are most pronounced in
Denmark. Note though that since credible sets of the estimated peak / trough effects
frequently overlap across countries, cross-country differences should be interpreted with
care.
To explore the differences in peak / trough responses in a more systematic way, we
follow Burriel and Galesi (2016), who relate median peak responses of an unconventional
monetary policy shock to GDP per capita, the unemployment rate, the soundness of the
banking system as measured by capital to assets, and the ease of doing business index
of the World bank. Using simple correlation analysis shows that spillovers to output,
equity prices and the exchange rate are stronger in poorer economies as measured by
real GDP per capita (correlations of about 0.3 to 0.5). Spillovers to output are also
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stronger in countries with either less regulatory requirements to start the operation of
a firm or with a sound banking system as measured by banks’ capital to asset ratio.
The latter finding is in line with Boeckx et al. (2017) and Burriel and Galesi (2016).
Summing up, we find that countries that have historically witnessed boom-bust
periods on the one hand or those who are strongly integrated with the euro area on the
other hand, show most pronounced responses when euro area spreads ease. A simple
correlation exercise suggests that spillovers to output, equity prices and the exchange
rate are higher for comparably poorer countries. Also, spillovers to countries with
a friendly regulatory environment for entrepreneurs or to those with a sound banking
system are more pronounced – the latter since banks are less constrained by a reduction
in long-term interest rates.
5.4 Effects of an increase in effective monetary stimulus
In this section we compare our results to spillovers from a conventional monetary policy
shock. To this end we employ a new monetary policy metric that is derived from
yield curve data and equally well represents the overall monetary policy stance during
”normal” and zero-lower bound periods.
A lot of research has been recently devoted to so-called shadow short rates (SSRs)
as a proxy for the overall monetary policy stance (see, e.g., for the United States Wu
and Xia, 2016; Francis et al., 2014). SSRs are estimated quantities often derived from
an implicit term structure model, fully taking into account the shape of the yield curve.
The advantage of SSRs is that they are not constrained by the zero lower bound as
opposed to nominal short term rates and thus can always be used to assess the monetary
policy stance. Albeit appealing, the use of SSRs as a monetary policy metric has been
frequently debated. For example, Francis et al. (2014) raises several short-comings,
namely that SSRs are unobserved quantities (during zero lower bound periods) and not
directly influenced by macroeconomic quantities. The latter fact is in stark contrast to
short-term nominal rates, the standard monetary policy metric.
To overcome these difficulties, Halberstadt and Krippner (2016) propose a new
metric, the effective monetary stimulus (EMS). We use the model-free version of the
EMS, which amounts to the difference of observed long-term forward rates and natural
long-term interest rates, scaled by the maturity of the forward rates (in our case 30
years). Note the EMS’ components are directly observable and the future path of
interest rates is directly shaped by macroeconomic quantities. Also Halberstadt and
Krippner (2016) show that the EMS provides plausible judgment during non-zero lower
bound periods. The EMS is calculated for all countries whose short-term interest rates
hit the zero lower-bound in our sample, namely the euro area, the USA and Great
Britain. For data reasons we could not calculate the EMS for Japan. The EMS is
displayed in Fig. 7 below.
[INSERT Fig. 7 HERE]
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Overall, the EMS follows a similar pattern for all three countries - in the immediate
aftermath of the global financial crisis, the EMS indicates a sharp increase in monetary
easing in the USA, a period where the first large scale asset purchase program was
launched.
In what follows we examine an easing of the EMS in the euro area by 100bp. For
that purpose, we substitute the EMS for the short-term interest rate in the ECB Taylor
rule model and for the USA and Great Britain in the respective country models. Since
the EMS lives on another scale as short-term interest rates, we treat them as exogenous
for the remaining country models (as opposed to merging them with other countries’
foreign interest rates). The shock is directly applied to the residual in the Taylor rule
with no further identification assumptions in place.
[INSERT Fig. 8 HERE]
In Fig. 8 we see that short-term rates increase significantly in other-non euro area EU
member states, while responses for the CESEE region, by contrast, are accompanied by
large credible sets. An easing of the EMS triggers an increase in euro area core countries’
output. This effect, however, sets in with a delay of about 6 months. Interestingly, there
is a significant negative response of industrial output in euro area periphery countries,
which fades out when output picks up in core countries. Note that for both, the term
and risk spread shock, and as a direct consequence of the related variances, the initial
response of both spreads is larger in euro area periphery compared to euro area core
countries. This is in contrast to a shock to the EMS (or the policy rate) which is
assumed to be the same for all euro area countries. Taken at face value, this finding
might imply that in order to boost growth in periphery countries the initial stimulus
must be sizable and probably larger relative to core countries. CESEE economies show
an increase in industrial output, which is significant over the medium term. The fact
that we find positive spillovers to output in CESEE and other non-euro area EU member
states without any restrictions imposed is a strong finding that emerges solely from the
data. Next, we look at consumer prices. Here, responses throughout the regions are
accompanied by wide credible sets. Monetary easing in the euro area pushes pressure
on trading partners’ currencies. Consistent with results of the term and risk spread
shocks, international currencies strengthen against the euro.
[INSERT Fig. 9 HERE]
In line with our previous results, the financial channel plays an important role in
spreading the shock internationally. Long-term rates decrease throughout all regions.
While the effect is significant up to 6 months in the euro area, spillovers are even more
persistent (up to 12 months). Easing of the euro area’s monetary policy stance triggers
a pick up in equity prices throughout all regions and drives up credit in euro area core
and periphery countries. While private credit increases markedly in CESEE economies
over the medium-term, credible sets are wide. Last, we find a diverging pattern of house
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prices in the euro area, and a significant negative impact in other non-euro area EU
member states.
Summing up we find that spillovers from an easing of euro area monetary policy yield
in most instances qualitatively similar results to international effects of term spread and
risk spread shocks. Namely, both the financial and the exchange rate channel play an
important role in spreading the shock internationally. That said, overall estimation
uncertainty seems larger when the EMS eases compared to a reduction in the term
spread. Also, the EMS shock seems to trigger a divergence of house prices within the
euro area, a finding that was not reconciled with the term and risk spread shocks.
6 Closing remarks
Since the global financial crisis, the ECB has implemented several non-standard mea-
sures.15 The latest of these measures constitute buying large amounts of securities
issued by euro area governments, agencies and EU institutions, asset-backed securities
and covered bonds driving down longer-term yields. Not only the actual purchase of
these securities can alter interest rates. Also the successful commitment of the ECB to
follow a certain policy path can influence financial markets. In this paper we examine
the effects of a 100bp reduction in the euro area term spread and compare them to
a reduction in the risk spread, which is defined as the spread of euro area member
states’ long-term government bond yield over German long term yields. To that end,
we propose an identification strategy that is novel to the GVAR literature combining
sign with zero impact restrictions. The model is estimated with stochastic volatility
and using Bayesian shrinkage priors. To complement our analysis, we further examine
a boost to effective monetary stimulus, a monetary policy metric derived from yield
curve data that has been recently proposed in Halberstadt and Krippner (2016).
Looking at within-euro area effects of the term and risk spread first, our results are
well in line with the recent literature on quantitative easing. A reduction in the term or
risk spread, tends to yield an increase in output and prices (Gambacorta et al., 2014),
a depreciation of the euro and an increase in equity prices (Burriel and Galesi, 2016).
We also find a evidence for heterogeneity of within-euro area effects generalizing results
of Georgiadis (2015) for a conventional euro area monetary policy shock. For example,
the effect on prices tend to be more precisely estimated and larger in euro area core
compared to periphery countries (Wieladek and Pascual, 2016) and more generally the
impulse to stimulate economic growth in euro area periphery countries has to be rather
sizable. That our model is capable of reproducing established findings of the literature
adds confidence to our econometric framework and the overall identification strategy.
Our main results on the international effects of a reduction in euro area term spreads
or a narrowing of euro area long-term yields are as follows: First, both shocks drive up
15See, e.g., the studies by Giannone et al. (2012) and Lenza et al. (2010) that examine the early
non-standard measures of the ECB that targeted liquidity provisioning and stability of the banking
system. These studies find in general, that the ECB measures were quite effective.
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industrial production in CESEE and other non-euro area EU member states corrob-
orating findings of Bluwstein and Canova (2015) and Horva´th and Vosla´rˇova´ (2016).
Spillovers to international consumer prices are rather weak (Gambacorta et al., 2014;
Horva´th and Vosla´rˇova´, 2016).
Second, both shocks transmit through the trade and the financial channel. The
trade channel is defined by movements of international currencies against the euro.
In fact, we find strong evidence that local currencies appreciate vis-a´-vis the euro,
which contrasts findings of Bluwstein and Canova (2015). This is especially true for
CESEE economies emphasizing the important role that exports play in the regions’
growth model. The difference to findings of Bluwstein and Canova (2015) might arise
since we use a multi-country model that is able to take cross-country second-round
effects into account, which can be sizable in the context of monetary policy shocks
(Burriel and Galesi, 2016). We define the financial channel in a broad way covering
interest rates on the one hand and a range of financial variables on the other hand. For
example, international term spreads are driven down as investors re-allocate capital as a
consequence of smaller yields in the euro area. Also, in response to the risk spread shock,
long term yields fall in CESEE revealing evidence for international portfolio re-balancing
towards that region. We find especially strong evidence for equity prices. They increase
throughout all regions implying that wealth effects are crucial in providing stimulus to
the economy (see also Nickel and Vansteenkiste, 2013; Eller et al., 2017, for the case
of a fiscal shock). As a consequence of strong financial ties between CESEE and the
euro area, we find sizable spillovers to private credit. This result corroborates findings
of Ciarlone and Colabella (2016) who demonstrate an increase in cross-border banking
flows and portfolio flows to CESEE in response to asset purchase announcements of the
ECB. A strong general responsiveness of credit in CESEE has also been demonstrated
in Fadejeva et al. (2017). Taken at face value, this implies that policies to absorb foreign
shocks have to account for both the trade and the financial channel.
Last, we also observe a considerable degree of cross-country heterogeneity in inter-
national effects. To a certain degree this heterogeneity might be driven by how the
shocks transmit within the euro area. More specifically, we find that responses of CE-
SEE economies often tend to mirror those in euro area core countries in terms of size
and shape. Looking at differences in peak / trough responses reveals most pronounced
spillovers to countries that have historically witnessed boom-bust periods on the one
hand or those who are strongly integrated with the euro area on the other hand. A sim-
ple correlation analysis indicates that spillovers to output, equity prices and exchange
rates are higher for poorer countries. Spillovers from the term spread shock are also
larger to countries with either a sound banking system (Boeckx et al., 2017; Burriel
and Galesi, 2016) or and in countries where starting a new business is simple.
Our main results remain qualitatively unchanged when we resort to a new metric of
monetary policy, the effective monetary policy stimulus of Halberstadt and Krippner
(2016), impose a smaller set of sign restrictions, permute the ordering of the variables
in the system or use the treatment of sign restrictions in the GVAR setting proposed
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in Eickmeier and Ng (2015). This ensures that the identified channels are operational
under a range of different assumptions.
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Appendix A Additional results
Appendix B Robustness analysis
B.1 Identification using different orderings
In this section we examine how strongly the results are shaped by ordering the variables
in the fast moving block (xFIt ) and the slow moving block (x
RA
t ) differently. For that
purpose we compute for each, the term and the risk spread shock, 30 random permuta-
tions and retrieve the median responses. These are shown in Fig. B.1 for the term and
Fig. B.2 for the risk spread shock. The fat black solid line refers to our baseline results
given in section 5.
[INSERT Fig. B.1 HERE]
[INSERT Fig. B.2 HERE]
Both figures show that permutations of the variables does not alter our results. In
effect, results are remarkably similar across permutations.
B.2 Global versus local identification
In section 4 we have proposed treating the GVAR as a simple large vector autoregression
and achieved identification using a combination of zero and sign restrictions. The
traditional approach outlined in Eickmeier and Ng (2015) and applied among others
in Fadejeva et al. (2017) and Feldkircher and Huber (2016) identifies the shock locally,
which implies orthogonal structural shocks in the countries where the shock is applied
and weakly correlated shocks elsewhere. In this section we compare our results to those
achieved under traditional ”local” GVAR identification. Since the traditional approach
turns out to be very time-consuming we have opted for a weaker set of identification
restrictions outlined in Table B.1.
[INSERT Table B.1 HERE]
Having weaker identification restrictions imposed, yields as a by-product a valuable
cross-check whether the identified spillover channels are operative even under a mini-
mum set of restrictions. Note that we have relaxed the restriction for the risk spread
to hold only for the majority of the countries (as opposed to all euro area countries) –
which speeds up finding appropriate rotation matrices considerably.
The results are depicted in Fig. B.3 for the term spread shock and Fig. B.4 for
the risk spread shock. We show in blue the results from Section 5 and in orange the
responses based on restrictions outlined in Table B.1 coupled with the Eickmeier and
Ng (2015) approach for identification. Posterior medians and 68% credible intervals
shown.
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Table B.1: Sign restrictions.
Shock sp y p is,EA/il,DE eq pc hp
Term spread ↓, all EA ↑,  ◦ EA ↑,  ◦ EA – – –
Risk spread ↓,  ◦ EA ↑,  ◦ EA ↑,  ◦ EA – – –
Notes: The restrictions are imposed as ≥ / ≤ and for 3 periods after impact.  ◦ indicates
that at least half of the countries have to fulfill the sign restrictions in the restricted country
group. EA refers to the euro area (core and periphery countries), ECB to the ECB country
model and DE to Germany.
[INSERT Fig. B.3 HERE]
The responses show that a reduction in the term spread still increases output and
prices in the euro area and spreads via the financial and the exchange rate channel to
CESEE and other non-euro area EU member states. In this sense, our main results
remain qualitatively unchanged when using a smaller set of restrictions coupled with
the traditional GVAR sign restrictions approach. The results though show a tendency
of larger credible sets when treating the GVAR as large vector autoregression compared
to the identification strategy of Eickmeier and Ng (2015).
Two things are worth noting: First, the increase in identification uncertainty does
not alter results. For example, while credible sets of short-rate equity price and private
credit responses in core economies are larger using the approach outlined in Section 4,
both identification strategies yield significant responses over the same impulse response
horizon. Second, identification differs not only since fewer restrictions have been im-
posed, but also since the zero impact restriction on euro area short-term interest rates,
which is naturally imposed by ordering the variable appropriately in the large vector
autoregression, is not implemented in the traditional GVAR sign restriction approach
of Eickmeier and Ng (2015). Ultimately, the shock composition varies, as outlined in
Table A.2.
[INSERT Fig. B.4 HERE]
Results for the risk spread shock corroborate findings of Section 5. Output tends
to increase, driven by a rise in equity prices while exchange rates of CESEE economies
appreciate significantly against the euro. Estimates for non-euro area EU member states
appear to be surrounded with uncertainty.
Summing up, we see that the main results are qualitatively unchanged if we vary
the technical implementation of the sign restrictions approach as well as reduce the
set of restrictions. Credible sets tend to be smaller under the traditional GVAR sign
restrictions approach. Since the impact on the results is negligible, treating the GVAR
as a simple large vector autoregression compared to local shock identification has the
advantage that it is computationally much faster and straightforward to implement.
Also, imposing zero impact restrictions seems not restrictive in the context of spillover
analysis.
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Fig. 7: Effective monetary stimulus (EMS)
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Notes : The effective monetary stimulus measure is derived as the difference between 30 years
forward rates the nominal natural interest rate, scaled by 30 and refers to the model-free variant
proposed in Halberstadt and Krippner (2016). Black solid line refers to the EMS for the euro area,
red-dashed line to the EMS for the USA and green-dotted line for Great Britain.
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Fig. 8: EMS shock - regional results I
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Notes: The figure shows impulse responses to a simultaneous 100bp reduction in the effective monetary stimulus
measure for the euro area. Dark blue shaded area denotes 68%, light blue 50% credible sets and the blue solid
line the posterior median. Exchange rate refers to nominal exchange rates vis-a´-vis the euro (decrease implying a
depreciation of the euro). Regional figures are aggregate using purchasing power parities.
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Fig. 9: EMS shock - regional results II
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